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EDITORS NOTE

This log has been written by both the helm and the crew of "Drashig"
using a method of writing each part of the cruiseas it happened whice
tends to make this presentation a little disjointed.

To assist the reader I have outlined the crew's account. In the
original log tach writer's part of the log was on different coloured
paper, an attractive and interesting way of presentation which it was
not possible to reporduce here.

I4. D.

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



IN T R O D U C T I ON

My sisters and I acquired "Drashig" in February 1973. We chose a

Wayfarer as a result of consistent accounts of its qualities as a

family and cruising boat and one which could also show many others

a clean pair of heels when racing. We decided upon a composite

because we preferred the limited amount of maintenance required of

glass fibre combined with the aesthetic appeal of a wooden deck!

Having cruised up and down the Sussex coast for most of the Spring

and Summer I determined to try something a little more ambitious but

first I had to find out how it was done. A great source of inspiration

was the film "Summer Cruise" which I had borrowed from a compazny film

library and of which I arranged a showing for mw firm. I then read all

the available literature on dinghy cruising which unfortunately appears

to be somewhat sparse. John Glasspool's "Open Boat Cruising" was of some

help, particularly on the fitting of a spray dodger. The books and

periodicals gave some ideas on equipment, necessary and desirable, but

they served less well when it came to the topic of seamanship; one would

be instructed that dangerous conditions were to be avoided rather than

advised on the measures to be adopted if one found oneself in them! I

was quite surprised to discover how few people appear actually to have

cruised in an open boat.

Having decided to go, a cruising ground had to be chosen. The Channel

Islands seemed to be the logical choice being close enough to my home in

Sussex and conveniently spaced themselves for cruising, giving short daily

sails which should not require too much in the way of endurance.

The Islands themselves are famous for their scenery, their sheltered coves

and their sandy beaches. Their principal disadvantages are the stroz tides

and heavy overfalls which are to be expected in the area. I determined,

however, to mininiise the risk by arranging my two weeks holiday to straddle

the neap tides.

Preparations proceed apace and included a practice cruise from Dover to

Calais and back to test navigation and equipment and a night sail outto

sea from Newhaven, giving us useful apprenticeship in the identification of

lights and their appearance at night.

Tony was to be my crew for the whole trip and Paul to join us in Alderney for

the cruise around the Channel Islands only.



I N T R O D U C T I O N

It was with no little trepidation that I viewed the prospect of Peter's

little Adventure. My stomach had, on earlier trips with Peter and his

sisters, already proved itself to be an unreliable sailing companion, but

at least on each occasion a faultless excuse was quick to spring to

mind . an allergy to sea-sickness pills, the unfortunate combination

of Sainsbury's lager and Bournville chocolate ....... How was I ever to find

a plausible justification for ten days of prospective sea-sickness ........ ?

Peter, of course, was a paradigm of the ship's master; a digestive system

reliable yet discriminating, a lean, swarthy appearance and the ability to

convince one that he knew precisely what he was doing.

My own qualifications for the role of crew are no more definable now than

before the cruise. My practical experience was admittedly (and perhaps

therefore foolishly) slight, and only the appreciation of the difference

(gleaned from the "sailing" shelves of the local lending library) between

a sheet, a warp, a shroud and a halyard and a knowledge of the jargon would

enable me to stand up in a clubroom and pass myself off as anything other

than a barstool sailor. "Boom vang", "dagger board" and "whisker pole" all

await a conversational airing!

However, the choice had been made and with a matelot's growth bristling about

my chin and upper lip I steeled myself to the exploit .........

SATURDAY 1st

We woke at 7.00 a.m., had a hurried breakfast and loaded my Triumph Spitfire

with all the gear which we intended to take on our journey. Considerable

ingenuity was required for this task as a Spitfire is no roomy vehicle; I had

to put Tony in the car first and then pack the last few items around him as

he sat there.

By ten o'clock we were on the road and heading westward for Weymouth but it

was a Saturday and, going fron traffic jam to traffic jam, it was not until

4.30 p.m. that we arrived in Weymouth. The local sailing club very kindly

allowed us the use of their slipway for launching and their dinghy park for

storing our trailer. We left the car in a small carpark at the top of the

steps behind the club.

By this time the weather was wet and blustery and the forecast was not too good



with winds of force 6 - 7 predicted. However we prepared the boat and

then went for a few drinks in the bar with the locals who were very helpful

with their advice and encouragement.

When we retired that night we were not a little apprehensive about the whole

idea of our trip for the following day .........

A Triumph Spitfire with driver, passenger and all the accoutrements required

for a ten day cruise is not a comfortable mode of transport, 'but the

discomforture of the journey from Barcombe to Newhaven was mercifully brief.

In the meantime, Peter's father convinced himself that he had seen the last

of his only son, Lynette the last of her brother and her share of "fDrashig" l

and Caroline, on some logging road in Ontario, the last of her brother, her

share in the boat and (perhaps) a churlish friend who relished her cooking!

After loading the boat and spending two hours rubbing down and varnishing the

foredeck (a bit of an afterthought I thought to nmself) we were on our way.

The journey was miserable; the traffic head to tail along the main roads, was

only circumvented by detours onto unmapped cart tracks and foot-trodden by ways.

Consistent airlocks in the engine's fuel line did not assist to speed our

passage. However, by early evening we had arrived and with the kind permissionj

of the Weymouth Sailing Club Drashig was soon rigged and comfortably stowed

away in the boat yard while her gallant crew refreshed themselves at the

Clubhouse bar and chewed the fat with one or two of the members. We were

assured that the return trip to Cherbourg had been done in an outboard-

powered rubber dinghy but the vivid descriptions of the physical and mental

consequences to the lone mariner in question did not serve to boost our morale.

We found a hotel in which to spend the night and exchanged wagers as to the

identity of the soup supplied to us by the landlady in lieu of breakfast

which, we were advised, would not be served at 6.00 a.m. the following

morning, our estimated waking hour.

After tasting the delights of Weymouth(amongst which its brewed beverages

cannot be numbered) we retired .........



SUNDAY 2nd

Proposed Voyage: Weymouth to Braye Harbour, Alderney.

Distance; 57 miles.
Course: 184

Sunday dawned damp and airless. The wind was blowing Force 1-2

and a light drizzle was falling. The forecast promised us Force 5-6
S.W. but we could see nothing of it. However, we decided that if we

were to go at all we should go immediately.

We were under way by 8.30 am.. Indeference to the weather forecast

we were using Enterprise sails but it soon became apparent that little

progress was being made sawe bent on the Wayfarer main.

The sea was very lumjyafter the previous night's winds and I found the

motion most uncomfortable. By 1 pm.we had not gone far beyond the

Shambles light vessel and already we were both becoming sick and depressed.

I tried a little of the flask of soup with which the hotel had supplied

us but it did not help.

After a short while a breeze sprang up and soon it was blowing Force

4h5 S.W. and we were bowling along in fine style on a close reach probably

making about 412 knots. The sky remained very overcast but the drizzle had

ceased. There was little sign of life on the sea, few ships and only one

yacht which passed us at about 4.00 pm. The sea had by that tine got up

and 5-6 foot waves were in evidence. A brief moment of inattention on the

part of the helmsmm.resulted in a wave being taken aboard but five minutes

planing down wind soon cleared the water through the selfbailer.

By nightfall at 8 o'clock I calculated that we were probably about 16 mile:

from Alderney and started looking out for the Casquets and Alderney

lighthouses. At 9.30 the Casquets lighit was sighced and identified on

the starboard bow and course was corrected to 1700. Fifteen minutes later

it disappeared and this at first we could not understand. Then the

reason became only too apparent as shipping around us began to vanish in

fog banks. We continued with a growing sense of uncertainty until 11.00

ifr,en we heard the four blasts of what was later confirmed as the Quenard

Point lighthouse.



We still could see nothing and the wind had dropped now to about Force 2-3,

but we continued towards Alderney's rock-strewn northern coast until the fog

horn increased in volume. Discretion being the better part of valour we

then dropped anchor about 2 miles N.E. of the fog signal and prayed that 33

fathoms of warp would be sufficient and 18 lb. of plough anchor would hold.

By now the sea was very calm and the wind had decreased to about 1-2. We

settled dawn to spend one of the most miserable nights I can recall.

Everything was dripping with dew, water slopped about in the bilges

continuously, occasionally flowing over the floorboards in particularly heavy

rolls. The only sounds to be heard were the montonous blasts of the fog horn

and the slap dunk of the tiller against the boom.

I 
Without an alarm we were up at about 6 o'clock, awakened no doubt by some

conscious alteration to our Circadian Rythms which otherwise would have had

us lying in our beds until half past ten. The local weather forecast, boding j

fresh winds, was consulted and granted a grain of belief and at about 7

o'clock we joined the artisans on double-time and dull-eyedhitch-hikers at the

tiny kiosk on the Esplanade for a breakfast of ham rolls and hot sweet tea.

Drashig did not require a great deal of last minute preparation before she

was stealing away from the shore leaving me with wet feet and an earnest

resolve to limit the area of soakage to that part of my anatomy.

Steering well clear of Portland Bill ( which as a child I had imagined as a

fish-smelling, shag-smoking ancient mariner) we niade rather uneventful progressj

into the bay where we found that the sea had not yet recovered from the gusty

winds of the previous night. The waves lacked all regularity as Drashig

rolled through the seas with the wind decreasing and the wallowing becoming

more and more pronounced. The Shambles light vessel was soon sighted but

our progress was so slight that it was not until five hours later that we

were passing the dull red navigational monstrosity on our starboard beam.

We had stocked aboard a quantity of digestive biscuits being a source of

nutriment unlikely to disagree with out respective alimentary canals. It was

perhaps unfortunate that the biscuits chosen to fill our watertight container

were those which had spent a summer in Peter's flatj shipls stores therefore

of spurious nutritional merit. While Peter sucked noisily on the celery soup

(the identity of which had only now become apparent) provided by our hostess

of the night before, I rested content with one or two of the age consumed

biscuits.
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The-effect of the lumpy seas and the potage du jour passe was disastrous.

It was not long before Peter, that old man of the sea, was beginning to look

a little grey and morose and uttering the words "Your noble Captain is

seasick," promptly proceeded toillustrate his utterance.

I was soon to fall foul of a similar malady and the rest of our trip to

Alderney was plagued with the problem. It was fortunate that Fate

contrived to ensure that while the one of us was stricken, the other was, with

jaw firmly set, proudly in control of his stomach and the helm. I am

convinced that Peter's greater susceptibility to the malaise on this

particular occasion was a direct result of his method of curing it; a

mouthful of the landlady's virulent brew after every onslaught. I contented

mwself with a sip of the "fresh" water fromthe rusting billy can.

While Drashig's crew were thus beset the overcast skies crept on with dull

uniformity. The wind increased slightly giving us some way at last through

the irregular rise and fall of the sea. The depression brought on by our

sickness was becoming more acute as we strained our eyes to the horizion

for the, as yet, unattainable sight of land. Hour after hour passed, the

monotony broken only by the slurp of soup and the occasional invective from

the crew caught by a faceful of spray.

Nightfall came insidiously but we knew that we must be still some way from

Alderney. The compass fitted to the thwart was becoming difficult to read,

the luminous pointer failing conspicuously to live up to its description.

Peter had constructed a device for mounting a torch over the compass and this

was hastily fitted as the compass' usefulness became less and less apparent.

It was, perhaps, another blow to the dignity of our exploit to see the light

thronm by the torch rapidly diminishing as the feeble penlight batteries

exhausted themselves. TtUereafter the crew's free hand was occupied in

pointing a spare ( and more obviously light-emitting ) torch at the compass

while the helmsman leaned forward to avoid the glare from the compass glass and

find his bearings.

Thoroughly miserable and with exhaustion slowing ou; reactions we kept Drashig

on a compass course in the hope of soon catching sight of the Casquets

lighthouse and thereby getting a more accurate fix on our position. A light

at last became visible on our starboard bow and referring to the chart we were

able to identify the Casquets and make the appropriate slight correction to our!

course for Alderney. Quite suddenly the light was gone and with it our sense j

S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



of certainty as to our position. The damp chill that enveloped us told

us that we had moved into a thick bank of sea fog. The wind had dropped

considerably and with no points of reference our progress appeared perhaps

less obvious than it was.

I cannot say when we first heard the fog horn; (my watch had already bo-ozi

ravaged by the sea aggravating its natural tendency to stop at twenty

minutes to the hour). Referring to the pilotage book which we brought with

us we were disturbed to find that none of the fog horns on Alderney bore the

characteristics which this one displayed. There was speculation on the part

of both helmsman and crew as to our position and on this occasion I, for

once, felt that I could not convince myself as to the voracity of the printed

word. Out of frightened optimism I firmly opined that the book was in error

and that the fog horn was that situated at Quenard Point on Al drney.

Unfortunately, proffering an opinion on the source of the sound and tracing

it proved to be two entirely different matters. We headed for the sound

as best we could conjecturing our arrival at an uncharted buouy or a bull seal

on some wreck-strewn crag.

Time and our energies were, however, rapidly running short and knowing that

the area was littered with rocks, (none of which we fancied sighting for the

first time through the deckboards of the dinghy) and that the light thrown

back by the fog in our torchlight search was preventing us from seeing

anything, we decided to anchor.

With hindsight this was the correct thing to do but at the time we were

exhausted, and debilitated by the effects of seasickness and as a result of

this perhaps a little careless. We pulled down the sails and letting out all

the warp on board we dropped anchor. In those deep waters I do not think we

knew whether or not it had touched the bottom .......

We lay in the bottom of the boat with water lapping up through the deckboarls.

insinuating itself into the crevices of our waterproofs and beyond. With the

sleeping bags packed away even the thought of making ourselves comfortable wt::

too great an effort. We simply wrapped the sails about us and slept as best

we could to the accompaniment of the tiller thudding against the lowered boom

and my weary pate.

We were awakened by the sound of engines but the source of our disturbance

did not reveal itself. We do not know whether the torchlight we emitted could



have been seen.

Furthernore, what presence of mind we retained may well have disappeared

had we known then that the compressed air fog horn we carried had

succombed to the ravages of the salt sea which had clogged and corroded the

diaphragm reducing its rude expletive to a discreet whisper.

Our awakening was in some respects opportune; it became apparent that the

sound of the fog signal had drifted some way, but with the trusty British

Seagull mounted on the back we hauled ourselves from the very maw of the

Race of Alderney, motored back towards the sound and dropping anchor once

more resumed a fitful sleep......

MONDAY 3rd

We rose at 5.30 in the morning, glad to be moving about again in the first

grey light of dawn. I had a cupful of soup which was still hot but Torw

could manage only biscuits. The mist was still with us and we could

probably see no more than 4 to 2 a mile. We had heard a number of ships

pass in the night but none came within view.

The Enterprise sails, still on the boom, were hoist in spite of the light

breeze which was blowing; we just felt too exhausted to change them. For

the next 12 hours we tacked slowly up towards the Quenard Point fog horn

although we could not yet see it. Eventually, however, a rock began to

appear out of the mist, the rock was Alderney ! We were overjoyed and

relieved as we were sailing the dangerous waters of the Alderney Race and

here at last was safety and rest.

By 11.30 Drashig was securely tied up at the harbour steps. I went to pay

yv respects to the Harbourmaster and after some discussion we took the boat

round to the old harbour and beached her next to the drelict R.A.F. crash

tender there. Then off for a much needed meal, bath and sleep.

Everyone was tremendously friendly to us and fascinated by our trip,

particularly Brian and Rose, Wayfarer owners themselves, who were on holiday

Alderney, without Wayfarer"Witchcraft" unfortunately ! Brian was

terribly keen to do the trip himself and examined all the gear with much

interest while asking many pertinent questions on the problems to be overcome.



We seemed to have become experts overnight ... quite literally ! Rose

however was not quite enthusiastic, feeling that her children would best be

care for with at least one parent !

MDNDAY 3rd.

Having had a "lie in" for ten minutes after first awaking we were

persuaded by the damp pal of fog penetrating our clothing that it was time

to pick up our senses and move on. Fortunately we had not drifted out

of earshot of the fog horn which continued to sound with thankful monotony.

There was no breakfast of ham rolls and tea that morning. Peter satisfied

himself with another dram of the vacuum-flasked emetic which, I think,

regenerated itself spontaneously with every mouthful, so much of it still l

remained in the thermos. Shunning the poisonous mixture I broke my fast with

a sodden Dextrosol tablet and, with great reluctance, a biscuit.

The wind conditions did not permit us to head directly for the sound of the

fog horn but by means of several short tacks, after each of which the noise

seemed mysteriously to reappear further up wind, we tentatively made our way I

through the fog with visibility of less than 4 mile.

Quite suddenly, while sucking yet another dextrose tablet, my nose told me

what my straining eyes had failed to do, After nearly twenty four hours at

sea I had become accustomed to the odour of "ozone" but this remarkable

sweet aroma was something quite different and came somewhat as a surprise.

While expressing the mock pessimism that perhaps the area had merely been

used as a dumping ground for a cargo of after-shave lotion or one of the more

noxious liquid explosives, we knew that this fern-laden perfume was the smell

of land. Our feelings were confirmed when some ten minutes later, out of the

veils of mist ahead of us, there appeared the outline of some craggy but

as yet unidentified land mass. With water crinkled fingers we leafed

through the pilotage guide for a photograph of the Quenard Point light and

finding in the object before us more characteristics of similarity than

difference we concluded that twenty four miserable hours had merited the

feeling of relief at that moment.

It was not until later that we learnt from the Alderney folk that the

lighthous6 in question had been converted from oil to electricity some time

_ ._ . _ . . . _ 



after publication of our reference book and that the characteristics of the

signal had altered !

Having negotiated our way through the rocks and past one or two of the

Victorian forts on the island we spent almost an hour tacking into Braye

harbour where there was little sign of activity from a people making its

Monday way to work.

By about 9.00 am., with our proud yellow flag hanging flaccid at the

masthead, we had inched our way amidst the yachts moored in the harbour

(all of which displayed a grandeur and a state of luxury conspicuously

absent in our own small craft) and tied up at the steps in the harbour wall.

Two spume-soaked mariners then took their first faltering footsteps on dry

land for 24 hours and like two anthropoid apes loped along to the

harbounnaster's office to announce their arrival, ( a note of which had

obviously failed to achieve an inscription in the local calender of

forthcoming attractions). The barest details of our journey were given and

the epic voyage of Drashig thereby officially recorded.

Having been introduced as a couple of lunatics to members of the local

sailing fraternity we attempted to pull the heavy Wayfarer out of the water

and up the slipway to the boat park on a trailer kindly lent to us for

the purpose but which was ideally suited only for a Mirror or an Optimist.

One bent trailer and two near hernias later we were motoring Drashig round to

the old harbour (which is in fact a very pleasant sandy beach) where we

dragged her up onto the sand beside an aged R.A.F. crash tender awaiting

the breaker's axe.

We were to rendezvous with a friend of Peter's who was going to complement

our crew on the trip around the islands. Having secured the boat from

prying hands ( but not the sandballs) of the local pre-school population who

were cavorting on the beach we teetered up the hill to the village only to

encounter our crewmate on his way down to the harbour to seek advice on the-

tracing of two maritime adventurers whose names. it was feared. were|

destined to supplement the tally of the Casquets' victims. The relief I

perceived in Paul's eye was, I think, as much a result of the sight of his

two companions as of the realisation that his plane fare to the island had

not proved to be an unprofitable expenditure after all l: I



The Town House, run by Mr and Mrs Trought, was a very plesant hotel

on the High Street. Its bathrooms were occupied for more than an hour that

afternoon as the process of desalination and refurbishment of our aching

bodies took place. The slatted seats of the Wayfarer had, unfortunately,

left an indelible impression on mu nether regions which no amount of hot

water and self massage could then eradicate .....

Peter spent the rest of the afternoon sleeping while Paul and I experimented

with the local cream teas and wandered about the island. We visited the

aerodrome where tourists sat around on their luggage drinking toffee and

trying to control their screaming children as they waited for the fog to lift.

We meandered down to the shore across the treeless waste of the island ard

took the causeway to Fort Clonque, a Victorian fortress converted into

self-contained flats I

It was raining when we took the road back to the village passing the maze of

German fortifications and remarking on the extensive cellarage which must have

available to the occupant of the pill box with the flowered curtains at the

gun port and bean patch at the back. Peter joined us for a meal in the

evening the rest of which was spent in the consumption of pints of ale the

price of Hampstead halves ......

TUESDAY 4th

Voyage: Braye to St. Peter Port

Distance: 22 miles

Course: 2200

We had been joined in Alderney by Paul who had flown out from England. He

was to be the third member of our crew for the cruise around the islands

where distances are small and journeys could be expected to take no more

than three or four hours.

We cleared Braye harbour at 2.30 pm. in brilliant sunshine with a Force

3 N.E. to help us on our way to Gunernsey. Our trip had to be timed to take

maxi=um advantage of the strong tides which are to be expected in the whole

area. Visibility was excellent and the sea conditions slight. A constant

stream of planes passed overhead and the Hydrofoil passed us on its way to

Guernsey. Useful though these aids to navigation may have been yet they were

13



not really necessary; we were to find during the course of our cruise that
textbook navigation really does work and when allied to dead recioning for
distance the accuracy achieved is really very surprising.

by 6.00 pm Drashig had reached the Platte Fougere lighthouse. The wind which
had been steadily decreasing finally died away altogether. With no volunteer
for rowing we downed sail and then motored the last few miles into St Peter
Port, our passage interrupted only when the motor stopped leaving xis
temporarily at the mercy of the tides. It was quickly established that a lac
of fuel was the prime factor in our delay but the problem was soon solved by
quick dive into the hfter hatch for the spare gallon and we were avay again

By 7.10 we were snugly moored to the pontoon by the steps of the North Pier.
Later, at high tide, we were to move Drashig to a more permanent berth in the
Marina as we were intending to stay in Guernsey several days.

TZT1EAY 4th

Peter was still in bed when breakfast was called but the smell of bacon and sn-
hammering on his door soon had him at the table for a meal two stages behind
everyone else. Paul, who had been staying in another guest house, joined us
later in the morning and the three of us strolled off up the hill in a brief
exploration of part of the island, stopping only to pluck the wild blackberrie
growing everywhere and to gorge ourselves in a manner belying our consumption
of three hearty breakfasts.

We wandered down to the beach, Peter capturing the scene about him on a film
he will be lucky to see again before its expiry date, Paul chasing the local
lepidoptera and Tony doing all he could not to break his ankle on the
unmetalled roads and the rabbit holes. We had not expected to find a fully
laden dinghy stolen during the night and our expectations were not
disappointed. We checked the boat for sigis of prying fingers and then
tramped back to the hotel to settle our accounts, stopping off on the way for
lunch at "The Coffee Pot` and for a flask of onion soup, leaving Drashig with
socks, trousers and other habilements flapping dry from all available rigging.

By half past two we were motoring past the harbour entrance in brilliant



sunshine and out to sea where we hoist sail and set course for Guernsey

some t.wenty miles away.

some 20 miles away.

It was beautiful sailing weather and with the extra crew member aboard

we all had more time to relax, much to the chagrin of my shipmates who

were becoming a little dispirited by the tedious wordgames I would

suggest when conversation flagged.

The tranquility of our journey was interrupted only by the passage of

planes plying between the islands and the Hydrofoil which, while

confirming the correctness of our course, pursued our wake with such

tenacity that one would have thought but for the obvious disparity in

speed that it was in shamefaced tow behind us.

After we had sighted land the wind and our rate of progress began to

decrease. Using his sophisticated Japenese chronometer (against which

my faltering one-jewelled relic shrank into its true significance) Peter

was able to time the bits of Bournville chocolate wrapping thrown over

the side of the boat by the crew. I assumed that the appropriate

allowance for weight was made when the wrappers were replaced for this

purpose by morsels of Richmond Irish Recipe sausages but when the wind

died altogether our speed through the water did not warrant the effort of

measurement and the sausages reverted to their status amidst the ageing

ship's stores.

The British Seagull was mounted and having coughed itself to a halt was

replenished with fuel. We motored on past the various landmarks photo-

graphs of which filled the pages of our sea-sodden pilotage book, past the

docks of St. Paul's and into the harbour mouth of St. Peter Port where the

details of our craft and our journey were shouted up to the harbour-master

who, equipped with a loud hailer, was able to reply in a manner less likely to

damage his vocal chords.

We tied up next to "Clockwork Orange" a sleek, slippery plastic power boat

and after Paul had, with elephantine precision, nego.tiated the stretch

between Drashig, Clockwork Orange and the pontoon with bundles of clothes

and other impediments and had changed into mufti on the spot in order to

be able to present to the inhabitants of the island same aspect of casual

impeccability, we put the boat cover on Drashig and wandered off to the

Tourist office. We telephoned for a taxi to take us to the guest house
which Paul had booked for us and where, an hour later, the wonted

,s5



ablutions took place before a Chinese meal and a stroll through the to-n.....

FRIlAY 7th

Our voyage for Friday was to be a short one, just six miles across to Sark.

Nevertheless we listened anxiously to the weather forecast and gloomily

noted the mist we could see out of the window.

Eleven o'clock saw us at the Marina. The mist seemed to be clearing and

the wind was Force 3 N.E. so we prepared for sea. A brief word with the

Harbourmaster established that he felt that "1Visibility was considered

poor for these areas".

As the wind was north easterly we decided to head for La Grande Greve Bay

on the west side of the island which would be sheltered, rather than risk

going to Creux harbour which, being on the east side, would be very exposed.

Visibility improved rapidly and Sark soon came into view.

By 1.00 p.m. we had beached Drashi.g in La Grande Greve Bay where there is

a large sandy beach surrounded on three sides by 200' high cliffs. We un-

loaded all our camping equipment as we had decided to sleep under canvas

for the first time on the holiday. I took Drashig about 200 yards out into

the cove and anchored her. This was necessary as we wished to leave next

day at low tide and it would have been impossible to drag 650 lb. of boat

and equipment over 100 yards of lightly shelving sandy beach down to the sea.

The swim back to the shore was icily invigorating!. (Who will design a

tender for Drashig? )

The yacht "Calico" anchored at 6.00 so we were destined to have company for

the night.

A very pleasant eveoing was spent drinking in one of the two pubs on Sark a.nd

as we strolled back in the black of night we felt the wind tugging at us as

it swept across the bleak island ..... but Drashig still lay snugly at anchor...

Compensating for a not entirely adequate breakEast' we lunched heartily in one

of the P.V.C. restaurants near the harbour, Peter expending what money he hed

left after his shopping spree and our two recuperative days on the island on

the luxury of crepes suzette (on which he holds hinself out as something of

an expert).



With fog dropping about us and disappearing just as rapidly we cleaned

up the boat and prepared her for the short trip across to Sark. Once

again the size of the Wayfarer became only too apparent alongside the

yachts moored all around, wine glasses drying in the galleys and crew

lounging on deck with cans of beer and a cheap novel, while we sat

gulping the cooling contents of our thermos .......

We prepared Drashig for sea and were about to cast off when a peak-capped

official in what appeared to be an outboard-motored coracle spluttered

into view to claim our harbour dues. Discharging this account we sailed

over the bar at the marina entrance while the tide bound big ships sat

back at their moorings. Motoring out of the harbour we duly bellowed up

the record of our departure to the harbourmaster and hoist sail.

The first bay suggested as a landing grounid when we arrived at Sark did not

look too inviting; our landfall was therefore made at La Grande Greve Bay, a

small, pleasantly sheltered cove lying beneath the 350 foot high causeway

joining Little Sark to the main part of the island. The sandy beach was

scattered with bathers, two of whom, elderly ladies, sprouted up from

behind a rock and putting three strapping young men to shame helped us pull

Drashig onto the beach where we removed most of the equipment and piled it

in an untidy heap on the sand.

Peter and I had decided to spend the night under canvas but Paul was to

find a guest house in which to repose his frail form. While Peter moored

Drashig in the cove Paul and I took the steep steps up the side of the

causeway and, pausing at the top to take in the magnificent view and to

massage muscles hitherto unextended, we hiked up the hill towards Little

Sark in search of a boarding house.

Sark had no motorised transport other than a few tractors used mainly for

carrying goods and large families. When goods are delivered to the harbour

they are driven up to the pub at the top of the hill and collected by the

consignee from there. When tractors are not used, bicycles, horse-drawn

carriages and Shanks' pony constitute the only available modes of transport-

ation although we did catch sight of an invalid carriage of such bizarre

design that one imagined it running off liberal quantities of manure

littering the lanes or off the fumes of passing tractors. Dcamples of all
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the permissible forms of conveyance passed us as we wandered along the

cow-patted track until we chanced upon a quaint, white-washed hotel called

'La Sablonniere' a French title which belied the excellence of its

traditional English cream teas served in the delightful garden. Considering

Peter's hunger for a moment as we sat back in the sunshine surrounded by

sparrows pecking at the grains of scone and the drops of strawberry jam

carelessly dropping from our lips, we brought him a fresh ham roll the

substance of which slowly deteriorated as we passed the burden from hand

to hand during the next four hours of our wanderings around the island .....

We investigated the little village on the main part of the island, none of

the dwellings there being what one could call desirable freeholds. Passing

homes of quaint collapsibility we searched for the Tourist Office. Enquiry

was made of a passing matron who, without demur, stepped into the butchers

shop the entrance to which we were obstructing, lifted up the telephone

and, disturbing the slumbering consciousness of the operator, asked who

the Tourist Office was that month. Having established that the present

incumbent was a Mrs. Lefevre and that she lived some 20 minutes walk away

we pursued Paul's enquiries no further. We found out later that all local

calls on the island from private telephones are free; any concern we may have

had for the size of the butcher's telephone bill was thereby relieved.

We had thought that the hire of a couple of bicycles might have aided our

progress around the island, notwithstanding my own notorious instability

on anything less than three wheels or two feet. Our attempts to hire bikes

met with no success but our disappointment was mollified a little when we

realised afterwards that so little of the island consists of a gradient

less than 1 in 6 that most of the hire fee would have been expended for the

arduous pleasure of pushing the infernal velocipede around.

Paul had no success in his search for lodgings. With Peter's victuals a

mere shade of their former succulence we returned to the beach to break

the bad news that Paul, who is of no mean volume, was to share our two-man

tent that night.

Peter had supplied our tent and I really do not know which of his forefathers

had originally acquired it. It appeared to have neither poles, pegs nor

guy ropes but with initiative, a length of string and a little axe Peter had



reduced a healthy tree to the components required to convert a sheet of

dirty canvas into accomodation for three people. We decided to pitch

tent in a large cleft in the rock face trusting the weather not to flush

us and a ton of slurry down to the water's edge during the night. The

rocks and guys of hempen string were strewn with drying clothes and the

tent filled with bedding - an air bed and sleeping bag for Peter, a

sleeping bag and the shifting pebbles for Tony, and as many clothes as

he could don for Paul, who had come equipped only for slumbering in

blanketed luxury.

Public-spirited as ever we gathered driftwood from the beach, enough to

build a small clipper, and lit a fire to keep at bay whatever predatory

beasts patrolled the shadows of those rocks. Sitting around the fire,

none of us having suffered the ignominy of boyscoutship, the night silence

was mercifully spared the "dibbing" and "dobbing", the painful strains of

"Ging, gang gooly", and other classics of Ralph Reader's repertoire.

With torches lighting our way up the side of La Grande Greve and along the

wind-swept road to the village we strode off to the pub where we were a

little disillusioned to find the ubiquitous scampi and chips on the menu;

we had thought that this small island might have remained unaffected by

the unimaginative tastes of the chip-eaters of old Albion.

It was a beautifully clear night as we wandered back along the top load,

a brilliant moon, stars undimmed by city vapours and in the distance the

shimmering lights of St. Peter Port in bustling contrast to the tranquillity

of the fle de Sereq.

It was certainly snug in the tent. Peter, of course, was the most comfortable.

his quilted air bed consuming more than half the ground area and lifting him

more than four inches off the floor and within a hair's breadth of the roof

of the tent. Paul was neatly jammed between the roof and the ground on one

side of the tent, lying in occasional comfort on lumps of foam rubber the

reward of a beachcombing expedition earlier that evening. Wrapped in an

assortment from the rest of us to keep his body temperature at a level

necessary to preserve the nocturnal glimmers of life. I, naturally, was

sandwiched in the middle, persuading my 72 inches into the 66 inch gap

between the tent poles while rearranging the pebbles beneath me to accord

with my bodily contours. Peter slept well.



S A T U R D A Y 8th

Voyage: Sark to St. Helier
Distance: 22 miles

Initial Course for La Corbiere lighthouse : 1520allowing for tides and
anticipated leeway.

The day was sunny, the wind N.E. Force 4 - 5 and the sea choppy. Visibility

was moderate. We had risen at 7.30 a.m. and rekindled the fire with an eye

to the possibility of our leaving the water frozen after bringing Drashig to

shore. Eggs, bacon and coffee constituted breakfast. We then struck camp,

Dashig was brought ashore and all our stores loaded aboard. This was all

done as quickly as possible, but in spite of our efforts the tide had gone

out a further 15 yards by the time we were ready. The crew of Calico

assisted us and with a heave or two Drashig slowly inched her way down the

beach towards the water. By 10.00 a.m. we were under way.

The north western point of Jersey was sighted at 11.30 and La Corbiere light

rounded at 12.30. Very choppy water was encountered off the lighthouse as a

result of the meeting of two tidal streams. A long slow beat up the south

coaSt brought us to St. Aubins Bay and St. Helier. The wind was now gusting

up to Force 6 so we were glad to make the harbour. We tied up to a wooden

ladder next to the quay as there were no pontoons available with access to the

quay at St. Helier.

Our jostlings for position during the night had not moved the tent one inch

from its bearings in the shingle and, in the light of information later

received as to the tent's capacity to absorb liquids, the rain had thank-

fully stayed away.

in the expedition's 10" frying-pan, somehow mutilated in transit, Paul

managed to cook breakfast of bacon and eggs for three people at one shift -

it was not an appetising sight, with broken eggs neatly slotted between

carbonised bacon slices but it tasted good. With only two cups between the

three of us the coffee was taken in strict and (in view.of its malevolent

aspect) hesitant rota.

While Paul, (who was not one to risk wetting areas protected by clothing),

was left to tidy up the camp and wash the dishes. Peter and I borrowed

the little inflatable tender to the yacht which had joined us in the cove

and, bouncing and sliding over the breaking waves in undignified pastures,

rowed out to Dashig. Wet to the cheeks from the water in the bottom of the
glorified inner tube we motored Drashig back to the beach for loading.
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With the advent of a third crew member the amount of the equipment we

carried, useful and useless, appeared to have augmented itself by more

than the expected proportion and it was with some difficulty that we

found room for the occupants when the time came for setting sail. It

was I, of course, who was given the thankless task of forcing a mighty

frame into the dwarfish aperture of the forehatch to stow the sleeping

bags there.

With the assistance of a delightful nymph from the charter yacht and her

hirsute companion we managed to float Drashig off the sand leaving Tony

once again to scramble aboard as best he could, with the sea lapping

about his armpits and with water-filled overtrousers displaying the

sartorial elegance of grotesque balloons.

A word game or two later and Jersey was in sight but it was a long time

before we could make St. Helier. The weather had deteriorated to grey

skies and gusty winds when we sailed into the harbour. There were no pantoow

to which we could tie up the boat; a ladder on the quay wall therefore served

as our mooring station.

Paul once more prepared to make himself presentable but was thwarted in this

object to some extent by a vindictive zip-fastener on his hold-all which had

become inextricably involved in the lining of his jacket. After ten minutes

of fruitless perspiration and glowing invective the problem was solved by

the rusting ship's knife and a hole in Paul's coat.

Our first stop was the Tourist Office the staff of which were extremely swift

in finding us accomodation in the town. Paul took a taxi to the guest house

while Peter and I unloaded our clothes from the boat and awaited his return.

A little bored with the usual seaside fare we had decided that evening to

savour some exotic speciality. With Paul's well-nourished form leading the

way we set off in search of a Greek Restaurant. With an agility unnoticed

hitherto, Paul hastened across the road, sidestepping the traffic, and

screamed to a heel-smouldering halt outside the Acropolis restaurant.

Pausing only to glimpse at the menu, with jewels quivering at the image of

papoutsakia, baklava and kotopoulou te fournou, he dragged us inside. Five

minutes later we sat amidst a wealth of illustrations of the glory that was

Greece perusing a menu whose most ambitious rendering appeared to be scampi

and chips yet again. Feeling a little disgruntled at Paul's precipitous

nature we settled for another selection of solid Anglo-Saxon carbohydrates

and spent the rest of the evening investigating the local hostelries........


